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Print both pages on white card. If you don’t have printer card, you could print on paper and 

glue it to thin card with a glue stick (white glue will make the paper crinkle). Heavy black 

lines are for cutting; dotted lines are for folding. Use a ruler and score the folds. Grey areas 

are for sticking pieces together. Fold the walls up and stick the corner piece I behind the wall 

with Rufus’ cloak and wooden sword. NB bed and stool legs may need bracing with extra card. 
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Rufus’ Roman bedroom (cubiculum) 

Colour, cut out and stick! 



Clothes chest 

(armarium) 

sides: fold along 

line AA, with plain 

sides together. 

Fold the lines BB 

and CC inward, 

and fold the three 

tabs inward. 

Stick the tabs to 

the floor where 

‘clothes chest’ is 

marked 

Toy basket (canistrum) sides: same 

construction as clothes chest. Fold the 

sides over, make a three-sided box 

and stick to floor. Back and base: fold 

and stick to wall and base. 

Stool: (sellula) 

fold legs down, and 

fold end tabs 

inward. Stick tabs 

to the floor on G 

areas 
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Clothes chest lid, 

base and back 

fold along line DD, 

with plain sides 

together.  Fold the 

lines EE and FF 

inward. Stick 

back to the wall 

and base to the 

floor.  
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Shelf: (pegma)  

fold along the 

two lines. Stick 

the top section 

to the middle, 

plain sides 

together. Stick 

to wall  

Potty (matella)fold 

on the line and stick 

to floor just next to 

bed Tunic: (tunica) fold 

on the line put into 

clothes chest 

Ball (pila) stick to 

base of toy basket 

Bed: (lectus)  fold along dotted lines.  

Stick H to the wall. Fold the front leg 

tabs inward and stick them to the 

floor on the I markings. 

H 

back base 


